WHY HALOCK?

EXPERT TESTERS
RELIABLE RESULTS.

HALOCK STARTS
WITH YOU.

HALOCK invests the time up front to get to know your business, security
requirements, compliance obligations, goals, and objectives to ensure your
penetration test is properly defined, planned, executed, and delivered.
Every engagement is customized to meet the unique needs of your business.
Scope definition and planning meetings establish a clear and comprehensive
scope of what the pen test will include, how it will be performed, and ensuring
expectations are clearly understood. What matters to you matters to us.

HALOCK KEEPS
YOU INFORMED.

HALOCK HAS
THE RESOURCES.

Communication is key. Prior to conducting your penetration test, HALOCK
meets with your team to discuss, plan, and document upcoming activities to
ensure all interested parties know exactly what to expect. Communication and
coordination of activities is crucial to ensure testing is performed under safe
and controlled conditions. Throughout the penetration test process, the team
provides updates on status and progress to ensure visibility.

HALOCK’s dedication to ongoing training, certification, and education
means you can depend on having the best and brightest conducting your
penetration test and produce actionable results you can rely on. HALOCK’s
team is comprised of seasoned experts focusing exclusively on pen testing.
This focus ensures the latest exploits are explored, applied correctly, and
performed safely. This continuous pursuit of knowledge is what sets HALOCK
apart.
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THE RIGHT PEN TEST PROVIDER

EXPERIENCE

HALOCK has the experience. HALOCK’s pen test team is backed by the latest
tools, methodologies, labs, and technologies. This extensive investment allows
HALOCK’s pen testers to pursue advanced exploits and discover new zero-day
vulnerabilities not yet published. The labs and tools used by HALOCK’s testers
allow them to collaborate as a team, maximize efficiency, and rapidly progress
past discovery into pursuing exploits and beyond. While no tool can replace the
ability of a seasoned penetration tester, having access to best in class testing tools
and labs allow a skilled tester to maximize the comprehensiveness of the testing
methodology and accuracy of the results. The experience gathered from having
performed thousands of successful penetration test engagements provides an
indispensable opportunity to apply continuous improvement and depth of testing.

INSIGHT

HALOCK gives insight. HALOCK’s team possesses years of transferable skills
and knowledge, joining HALOCK from a variety of industries such as finance,
insurance, retail, and healthcare. They bring with them disciplines including
regulatory, software development, systems engineering, security engineering, law
enforcement, and project management. The extensive and diverse background
across the HALOCK team produces actionable recommendations you can achieve.
HALOCK’s reports and guidance include content rich and detailed results of testing
to ensure remediation teams fully understand what needs to be done.

QUALITY

HALOCK delivers quality. HALOCK routinely finds critical vulnerabilities overlooked by other providers that do not possess the ability necessary or focus
primarily on providing the lowest cost service.
This leaves your organization blind to vulnerabilities that require immediate
attention, which is the true cost of an inferior penetration test. HALOCK validates
their findings, ensuring results are accurate, eliminating false positives, pursuing
exploits in a reproducible manner, and demonstrating impact.
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